The thrust, perspective and strategy of 1 Peter: Pericope analysis

i.PERICOPE IV

(~:!-lQ)

4.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
4.1.1 Text - syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 Considering the imperative participles in cola 1 and 3 as well
as the five nominal cola (i e & ,7 and 10 - 12) in which the verb
#e~nai# as a copula is omitted, pericope
IV consists of 12 cola .
A few remarks regarding some cola divisions seem warranted .
Although imperative participles are syntactically linked to the
previous discourse , it seems that the semantic and pragmatic
modes override the syntactic mode which could
justify the
demarcation of a new colon.
Therefore ,
I have chosen to
demarcate cola 1 and 3 as separate cola. Obviously , when one
limits cola demarcation to syntactic considerations, 2 : 1- 4 should
be taken as one colon.
However,
I bel ieve that al though
syntactic considerations should dominate cola demarcation in
general, one
should
not
ignore
semantic
and pragmatic
considerations - especially when the latter clearly overrides the
syntactic mode .
#Dioti# (in verse 6) as a causal conjunction
could be taken either hypotactically as part of colon 4 or
paratactically introducing a new colon (cf Blass & Debrunner
1961:238) . I have judged that it introduces a new colon in the
light of the fact that #dioti# refers back to colon 3 and 4 as a
whole and is therefore not imbedded within colon 4 . This
text - semantic argl~ent (cf 4.2 . 2) is in accord with the criteria
for colon demarcation as proposed by Louw (1979:27 & 39 -4 0) .
Within colon 5 we distinguish two further cola which are ,
however , subcola because they are quotations determined by the
matrix of colon 5_
4 . 1 . 2 Text - syntactic coherence: grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structure
.1 The proform loun# (i e a consecutive conjunction) in colon 1
indicates either a return to the previous to pic after the
parenthetic colon 8 in peri cope III, or it could summarize what
has previously been said in order to form a transition to a new
topic or pericope (cf Blass & Debrunne r 1961:234-35). This issue
can only be settled after we have cons idered the semantic and
pragmatic modes of the text.
In cola 2- 3, 8 and 11-12 the
conjunctional profo r ms are absent and are therefore asyndetic .
The comparative Ihos# in colon 2 is kataphorically subordinated
to #epipothesate# . Colon 4 is linked by the proform #kal# (i e a
copulative conjunction) .
The proform #di6til as a I?aratactic
causal conjunction introduces colon 5. The proforms lounl (colon
6) and #d~#
(cola 7 and 10) are consecu ti ve and adversative
conjunctions respectively.
The relative pronoun #hol# is a
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proform in cola 8 and 11 which refers back to #apistousin# in
colon 7 and to #humels# ~n colon 10 respectively.
The #hoi# in
colon 12 is the masculine plural article which also recapitulates
#humeis# in colon 10. The relative construction lers hal in colon
9 refers back to cola 7 and 8. This confirms that colon 9 should
be taken as a separate colon - that is apart from the fact that
it has an independent noun and verb phrase in any case .
Once again the prof arm of the second person plural (as expressed
in #humeis# and the verb forms) is of great importance in
determining the syntactic coherence of this pericope.

,

.2 The following structural markers can be identified:
#pas#
(3
times in colon 1; Il{thos# (in cola 3 , 4 , 5 and twice ~n--colon
, ;»
"
1'7);
#eklektos#
(in cola 3, 6 , 10; cf #kaleo#
in colon 10);
#~ntimos# (in cola 3 , 5; cf
#time# in colon 6); #theos# (cf cola
3, 4 & 11); #piste06# (in cola---5- & 6; cf #apiste6# in colon 7);
#hier~teuma & hAgios# (cf cola 4 & 10); #labs# (in colon
10 and
twice in colon 11); #oikodomeo# (cf cola ~7); Inun#
(in cola
11 & 12);
#eleeo#
(twice in colon 12). A few other structural
markers catch the eye when one takes the foregoing pericopes into
account: #logos#
(in colon 8; cf #logikos# in colon 2) #,Iesous
Christos# (in colon 4); #kl~rios# (cf colon 2) ; and #zao# (cf cola
3 & 4) •

. 3 Pericope IV is highly structured just like pericopes I - III .
Compare once again the high frequency of twofold (cola 3, 4 , 5, 7
and 10 - 12) , threefold (colon 4?), fourfold (cola 5,7 and 10) and
fivefold (cola 1, 4? and 10?) expansions or imbedments.
In colon
1 we encounter a chain linkage of 5 words linked by #kat# (4x)
and the excessive use of #pas# (3x) . Colon 2 is introduced by a
comparative clause followed by the imperative #.epipothesate#
which is in turn followed by a final clause
(#hina
#)
and
also the protasis in the last part of the colon. The structure
of cola 4 and 10 are similar to colon 2:
starting off with a
comparative
clause (i e #ka1 auto,- hos
lithoi zontes# and #humeis
\
I'
: ) ,
,
de genos
eklekton. . .
# respect~vely)
followed by a verb
(#oikodomeisthe# ~n 4 and omitted in 10) which is in turn
followed by a final clause (#anenegkai# and #hapas#).
Cola 4 and
10 are also similar to one another in the light of the excessive
binary combinations of words (e g farkas neumatikbs & hier~teuma
h~gion# in colon 4 and #genos eklekt n ,
bas~leion
hierateuma &
~thnos hagion# in colon 10) .
4.1 . 3 Text-syntactic
coherence

delimitation: text / pericope

breaks

and

.1 Syntactically the following clusters seem verified on the
basis of the strong grammatical linkages between the cola:
3- 5,
6-9 and 10-12. At this stage nothing is to be concluded on cola 1
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and 2 as well as on the linkage of the clusters.
Therefore let
us proceed to the semantic analysis in order to gain more insight
into the composition of this pericope.

*
4.2 TEXT-SEMANTIC
ANALYSIS
-4.2.1 Text-semantic
categories

extension:

semantic

domains

and

generic

.1 The following generic categories dominate this pericope:

* The actants referred to are: H2, H3, H5 and Sl
* Once again the relationship between the actants is decisive for
the distinction of semantic domains and categories:

POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H2:'H3' (al & b):
- objects: milk (#q~la# - 2); #k~rios# - 2)
- events: associatron-(emotive: #~pipoth~o# - 2; #piste~o#
- 6); physiol (#auxano#
2); sensory (#geDomai# 2); movement
(#pros~rchomai# - 3); building
activity (#oikodome6#
4); emotive
(#kataischQnomai# - 5)
- abstracts: quality (#time# - 6)
H2 : S 1 (a i) :
- events: movement (#;naf~r6# - 4); cultic (g: #thus{a# - 4)
- abstracts: quality (#pneumatik6s, - 4)
S 1 : ' H3' (a!):
- events: control (f:#t{themi# - 5); intellectual (d:
#eklektos# - 3, 5)
- abstract s: quali ty (#ent imos # - 3, 5)
objects : stone (#l{thos, l{thos akrogoniaios, kefale gon{a#
- 3, 5 and 7)
Sl:H2 (a!):
- events: inte llectual (j: # e{lprosde"ktos # - 4); communicat ion
(#kaleo# - 10); association (#eleeo# - 11) ;transfer
(#peripo{esis# - 10)
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NEGATIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIPS:
H5:'H3' (al) :
- events: intellectual (j : #apodokim~zo# - 3 & 7) ; association
"
1-# : 7); movement (#pr6skomma# - 7,
(# aOlsteo
#proskoot6# - 8); emotive (#skandalon# - 7);
control (f: #apeithe6# - 8)
Sl:H5 (a !- )
- events: control (f: #t{themi, - 9)
INSTRUMENTAL:
, H3 '
:.
> \,
.\
- abstracts : relational (len auto# - 2; 'pros h one - 3; #dla
'Iesou Christou# - 4; #§p' a0to# - 5; existence(#zao# - 3)
- objects : #g~la# (2) , #l{thos, kefale gon{a, petra. (3 , 5 &
7), #16gos# (8)
- events: change (#soteria# - 2); building activity
(#orkodom~o# - 4)
HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS :
H2 : H2 (b$ & %):
- events: control (f$: #apot{themi, - 1, ,bas{leios# - 10);
communication (#dolos, katalali&' - 1); emotive
(#fth6nos# - 1)
- abstracts: positive - negative (#kak{a, hup6krisis# - 1)
religious character (#pneumatik6s , hagios# - 4);
quantity (#pas# - 1 )
,
,'
''.
"
- objects: H2 (#brefe#
- 2; #llthos
, olkos,
hlerateuma'
- 4;
#g~nos , hier&teuma , ~thnos , la6s# - 10 & 11)
H2:H5 (b ):
- abstracts: relation (contrast: #d~# - 7 & 10)
- events: communication (#exaggello, - 10)
TIME ORDER/REALM :
- Tn (#artigennetos. - 2; #nun# - 11 & 12)
- Ta vs Tn ('sk6tos & f6s# ~O and #pot~ & nun# - 11)
4.2.2 Text-semantic coherence:
semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (i ~ themes and subthemes)
.1 The structure of colon 1 is semotactically characterized by a
fivefold expansion to the imperative of "conduct control" (f.$)
on horizontal level
(b). The rest of
this
pericope
is
style- rh etorically highlighted with a number of metaphors (cf I B
4.3 .1) . It is,
therefore,
not a coincidence that
the key in
unlocking the semantic coherence of this peri cope is found in its
metaphoric references.
Although the semantic coherence of this
pericopeis,
to a
certain extent, blurred because of this high
density of metaphors , a close scrutiny nevertheless revealed the
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following.
Colon 2 introduces a metaphor of newborn babes (i e
referring to the addressees) which are encouraged to long for
their nourishment.
The communicator-author in turn
subtly
identifies this nourishment
(#g&'la#) with #klfrios# (cf Goppelt
1978 : 136). This is done through a syntactic linkage between
#k~rios# . on the one hand . and the metaphor
#~geusasthe# and the
ambiguous proform #~n auto#. on the other hand . At this stage .
however. it is important to note that #~n adto# could refer to
either #o&la# or #kQrios# as the tenor of the vehicle #a&xethete#
and like~ the vehicle #kQrios# cou ld either refer to the tenor
Sl or H3.
Once aga1n the author very cunningly identified
#k~rios# with H3
(cf the style-rhetorical analysis of #logikos#
and #chrest~s# as well as the co-textual analysis in II B 4.3).
Therefore . colon 2 describes the relationship between H2 (i e the
addressees) and H3 (i e Jesus Christ). Now this sets the tone for
what is to follow.
In cola 3 - 9 the relationship H2:H3 is defined in terms of a new
metaphor - a " stone-building " concept.
In colon 3 the link with
#k~rios# (alias 'H3' which split refers to #gala#) is established
by #pr~s h~n#.
The #l{thon z6nta# in colon 3 is dualistically
expanded by contrasting the negative and a positive appreciation
thereof. Colon 4 continues to reinforce the relationship H2:H3
by transferring the "stone "
metaphor corporatively to the
addressees as well. This relationship results in a positive
relationship (ai & ! ) towards God (Sl) through (and now the
author flashes his secret trump card for all to see) Jesus Christ
whereby the author interrelates H3 with the #l{thos z5n# .
In
colon 5 a quotation is used to confirm the intermediate role of
H3 1n the H2:S1 interrelationship .
Cola 6- 9 contrast the
relationship of
insiders
(H2)
and outsiders
(H5)
to this
" elect- living - cornerstone " which is replaced once in colon 8 by a
previously used metaphor for Jesus Christ . namely #logos#
(cf
pericope III). Cola 10 - 12 are actually part of this contrast (cf
the #de# in colon 10) between insiders and outsiders. but are
distinguished from the prev i ous cola by introducing a fourfold
string
of
new
metaphors
for
the
addressees .
These
socio - political and religious metaphors clearly express the
corporative relationship established between H2 and Sl through
the mediator H3. The string of metaphors in colon 10 are followed
by a final clause in which physiological (#sk6tos & f5s#)
and
time - orderly (#pot~ . nun#) contrasts are made . It is within this
co- text that the final
clause introduces the proclamat i on
(#~Xa2g~116#) of the acts of the " One " who took the in i tiative
(#kal 0#)
in
establishing
thei r
new
sociological
and
eschatological status
(cf Goppelt 1978:154). These acts were
extensively and metaphorically explained in pericope IV .
Lastly the syntactic
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semotactically confirmed : each colon starts ""ith a metaphor ic
introduction which is followed by an exhortation, a goal and a
motivation . This in itself confirms the coherence of pericope IV
but at the same time provides the demarcation of the clusters (cf
4.2 . 3) .
. 2 The fact that this pericope operates on such a highly strung
metaphoric and symbolic level, makes the semantic references
complicated and often difficult to follow.
I t is needless to say
that this pericope will become almost incomprehensible for the
normal average reader of this text .
This implies that the
historical dimension is extremely important for the communication
of pericope IV (cf III B 2.4.2.2). The primary reception of this
text, which was probably read in the meetings of the early
church, was probably unproblematic (even stimulating) because of
this very fact that they shared the historical conventions of the
communicator-author (cf Minear 1982:243). For our understanding
of this ancient text we are, however,
forced to make an in-depth
intratextual analysis of the text semantics.
Semantically the syntactic coherence between cola 3-5 and 6-9 is
confirmed by the coreference in cola 3-9 to the #lithos zan'
introduced in colon 3. Cola 10-12 are also semantically a unit
with the coreference of the semantic related lexemes #genos,
~thnos & l~os# found in colon 10 and the Old Testament quotation
~n
cola 11-12. The chiastic coreference established by the
references to insiders and outsiders within cola 6-10,
is also
constitutive for the semantic
coherence of this pericope:
x:#humin# (colon 6) ; y:IApistoQsin# (colon 7); y : #prosk6ptousin#
(in colon 8); x:#humeis# (colon 10).
At this stage we are i n a position to discuss cola 1 and 2 and
how they fit into this pericope or rather into pericope III and
IV. It is clear that these two cola have a hinge function just
like 1:13 hinges pericope II and III. Pericope III ends with a
cluster group in which the loving relationship between the
reborned siblings is motivated . In pericope IV cola 1 and 2
corefer to the semantic themes of brotherly love
(expressed in
colon 1 by calling on the addressees to put away everything that
could jeopardize brotherly love - cf the componential analysis) ,
rebirth, and also an allusion to the metaphor #16gos#
(cf
#artigenneta brefe# and #logikon# in colon 2). On the other hand
cola 1 2 link semantically with cola 3-12 in two ways: colon 2
introduces the topic for cola 3-9 (i e the tenor #k~rios' for the
vehicle #lithos zan' which dominates cola 3- 9) ; as well as the
tOp'ic for cola 10-12
(i e the tenor Ibrefos# for the vehic les
'g~nos, l~os & ~thnos# in 10-12). The text coherence between cola
3 9 is confirmed in the programmatical colon 3 which contrasts
election and rejection of Christ in anticipation of the election
(cf cola 4 & 5) and rejection (cf cola 6-9) of mankind.
Likewise
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cola 3-4 anticipate the semantic development in cola 5-12: the
election-rejection contrast in colon 3 reoccurs in cola 5 - 9; and
the corporate description of the addressees in colon 4 reoccurs
in cola 10-12 (cf Brox 1979:95-96; Elliott 1982:419-423; Kelly
1969:89).
We have already seen that the semotactic analysis of the text
coherence identified #)esous Christ6s# as the tenor for the
metaphoric vehicles #gala#,
#lithos zon#
(cf Goppelt 1978:141)
and possibly also #fos# (cf Kelly 1969:100). Therefore, the great
number of coreferences to the tenor "Jesus Christ " in this
pericope is decisive for its semantic coherence.
Furthermore,
the readers would surely have noted the parallels and close
relationship between pericopes III and IV (cf Kelly 1969:82).
This is especially evident in the light of the importance of the
Christological metaphors
in
these
two
pericopes.
This
interrelationship will be discussed in detail within the analysis
of the text of 1 Peter as a whole (cf II C 2.2) .
. 3 The referential unity has indirectly already been dealt with
in my analysis
of
the semotactic structure and semantic
coreference .
This pericope resembles a trio (i e three-part
composition) which is in unison due to its highly strung and
complex metaphoric pitch which constantly and predominantly
refers to the relationship between H2 (as a group), H3, H5 and
Sl. Once again it is important to note the decisive and mediatory
role of H3 (i e either positive for H2 or negative for H5) in the
constitution of the the relationships H2/H5:S1; H2:H2; and H2:H5
within the cosmologic time order (Ta & Tn). What strikes the eye
in addition to the decisive role of H3 is the emphasis on the
corporative status of H2. The communicator took great trouble to
define this status with a vast numbe r of
religious
and
socio-political metaphors . At this stage it has already become
clear that a specific referential unity throughout (at least thus
far) creates a coherent melody in 1 Peter.
It should also not go unnoticed at this stage that the semantic
correlation between cola 10-12 (i e 2:9 - 10) and pericope I (i e
1 :1- 2)
is extraordinary conspicuous .
I n addit i on Goldstein
(1973 :1 20) shows that the references to God's mercy (cf 1 : 3 and
2:10) also frame this whole section . These observations wil l be
followed up in II C 2.2
4.2 . 3 Text - semantic
coherence-

delimitation:

text

/

pericope

breaks and

.1 Although I have identified a chiasmus between cola 6-10, the
theme shift from n{thos zon# (in cola 3-9) to #humeis de# (in
10-12) justifies the cluster grouping: 3-9 and 10-12. Cola 1-2
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have also been identified as a cluster in the light of the
discourse in pericope III. However , the strongest argument for
the cluster demarcation
(viz 1- 2 , 3- 9 and 10,- 12) is the change in
,
metaphors: from #brefos# (colon 2) to #llthos#
(colon 3) to
#l~os# (colon 10) ; different exhortations :
from #§pipothesate#
(colon 1) to #oikodomeisthe# (colon 3) to an omitted verb (colon
10) ; and different goals: from thina en auto auxethete# (colon 2)
to #&nen~gkai pneumatikAs thus{as# (colon 4) to #h6p6s t~s Aret~s
~xaggeilete# (colon 10) .
Although the semantic interrela~ionship between the clustergroups has been explained in th i s analysis , we are not yet in a
position to finalize it . We still have to conside r the pragmat ic
analysis as well as the coreferences in 1 Peter as a whole .

*
4 . 3 TEXT- PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
4.3.1 Text - pragmatic
functions

extension :

cola

and

style- rhetorical

.1 Together with the imperative participles there a re 4 col a with
the P = YOU and MB = I . VOL (c f cola 1- 4) . It is possible that the
nominal colon 1 0 could follow the imperative cue of the pa r allel
structured cola 2 and 4 and be interpreted as an imperative to
the addressees , namely " to be " what you are. Once again the only
other metapropos i tional basis gove r ning this pe r icope is P = X
wi th MB = I.ASSERT (cf cola 5- 9 , possibly 10 and also 1 1- 12) .
Thus this pericope reflects a pluripersonal text function which
i s dominated by request signals expressing purposefulness and
prospectivity on the one hand , as well as evaluative s i gnals
expressing both a posit i ve factual i ty of t h e relat i ons H2 :H 3 a nd
H3 : S1 and a negative factuality of the relation H3 : H5 and S l :H5 .
. 2 Style - rhetorically this pericope reinforces the author's
affinity to interrelate the appellative with the assertive in his
communication wi t h the addressee s .
In contrast to peri c o pe II I
where the emphasis of the cola matrices was on the appeal to a
relationship with God (co l a 4 - 6) , one another (colon 7) , and the
retrospective assertion of a relationship with Jesus Chr i s t (cola
6 - 7), we now found in per i cope IV t hat it is just the other way
r ound: the appea l i s to an actua li zed relationsh i p wi t h Jesu s
Christ (cola 1- 9), wi th one another (cola 1- 12) , an d the
retrospective assertion of God's involvement (cola 4- 12). A new
feature , however ,
is
the
introduction
of
a purposefu l
prospectivity (goal) of this relationship with Jesus Ch ri st and
one another (viz #auxethete , anen egkai & § x agge{lete# in c ola 2,
4 and 10 respec t ively) .
Th i s style -rhetorical
equ i valence
between cola 2 , 4 and 10 (wh i ch is based on the syntact i c and
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semantic features) together with the style -r hetorical deviation
through syntactic
imbedments of word pairs (i e twofold,
threefold and fourfold e xpansions - cf especially cola I, 3 , 5 , 7
and 10) and also semantic contrasts (cf especially cola 5 - 8 and
10 - 11) are important not only for reinforcing, poeticizing and
formalizing of the pericope function , but , are also vital in
determining the structure of this pericope. The redundant use of
metaphors is also a very significant aesthetic foregrounding in
this pericope.
The imperative colon 1 (with its repetitive
machinegun- like expansions) reminds one of 1 : 13 which served as
an attention prompter and a hinge cluster between pericopes.
Although these remarks do not reflect the style- rhetorical depth
of pericope I V, they must suffice. A last style-rhetorical
remark with regard to colon 2 is, however , to be followed up (cf
4.2.2). The communicator- author
used
a
cunningly
clever
style - rhetorical device to identify the tenor of the metaphoric
vehicle #g~la# . To attain this goal he made ·use of "word play "
twice in this colon , namely #logik~n# and #christ~sl which could
be linked to #loqos# and 'Christ6s# respectivel y . The word play
#chrestos -C hrist6s# is a literary metaplasm (i e a phonological
deviation through substitution - cf Plett 1975:155) whereas
116gos- 1ogikon# is paronymic (i e morphologic equivalence through
resemblance - cf Plett 1975:216) . Therefore the metaphor of milk
as nourishment for spiritually newborn babes split refers to the
"word" in 1:23-25 (via #logikBn# in 2:2) and even more explicit
to Christ Himself
(via #chrestos#) (cf Brox 1979:92-93; Goppelt
1978:136 - 137). These
pragmatic
considerations
confirm the
syntactic linkage and the semantic split reference of the
Christological metaphors in this pericope.
4.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence:

text-functional

and

. 1 The text - pragmatic coherence is text-functionally constituted
by a pluripersonal , group -identificative and appellative pericope
function (cf the MB = I.VOL and I . ASSERT).
Once again the
interrelationship between the two is tightly knit. The request
to the addressees to cherish the relationship with Jesus Christ
and one another is motivated by a loaded religious , cultic
socio-political, emotive and
identificative (by demarcating
themselves from outsiders) appeal .
. 2 As a result of the syntactic and semantic analysis the
structure of this pericope is to a large extent determined.
Three clusters have been discerned: X (cola 1-2), Y (cola 3-9)
and Z (cola 10-12). The parallelistic features in the three
clusters (viz corporative metaphors , imperatives and goals) have
already been discussed.
Pragmatically (although it is rather a
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diachronic matter)
it is to be noticed that each cluster ends
with some sort of quotation from the Old Testament.
Structurally
this pericope is a coherent whole reflecting parallel structures
in all three c l usters. If colon 10 is taken as a MB = I.ASSERT
the conformity in cola functions together with the changes in the
proposition type confirm the chiastic pattern of cola 6 - 10: y (P
= YOU); z (P = X); z (P = X) and y (P = YOU) . At this stage it is
difficult to discern a clear structure for this pericope as a
whole.
It seems, however, if colon 1 hinges pericope III and IV
as an attention prompter and that colon 2 sets the tone for this
pericope by giving the key for all the inst r uments that will play
in this trio. Clusters Y and Z are only an elaborate semantic
explication of H3 and H2 respectively as introduced in colon 2.
Colon 3 is the pivotal point in cluster Y (cola 3 - 9) because it
is a concentration of the topics expanded in cola 4- 9. Although
the topic of cluster Z (cola 10-12) is anticipated in cola 2 , 3
and 4 , it forms a pragmatic climax to this movement with an
ascending staccato - like description of the addressees which
concludes with a moving contra- sogetto.
Therefore, I would opt
for a diamond structure for this pericope in the ligh t of the
syntactic , semantic and pragmat ic considerations which identified
two decisively important pivotal points in pericope IV , name l y
cola 2- 3 and 9- 11.
4.3 . 3 Text - pragmatic delimitation :
change

funct i on and style- rhetorical

.1 If colon 10 is accepted as reflecting an imperative character
the change in cola functions confirms the style- rhetorical
parallelistic structure which distinguishes clusters X (co l a
1-2), Y (cola 3- 9) and Z (cola 10 - 12) . This is confirmed by the
syntactic and semantic text delimitations.
Within cluster Y
(cola 3-9)
the cola - functional change confirms the syntactic
linkages of cola 3- 4 , 5 and 6 - 9.

*
4.4 SYNTHESIS ': PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
4 . 4.1 Pericope thrust : structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.. 1 I have already argued that the semotactic structure of t h i s
pericope
is repetit i ve within the clusters themselves :
X
(1 - 2- 3- 4); Y (1 - 2- 3 - 4) and Z (1 - 2 - 3 - 4) where 1 represents a
metaphoric c l ause;
2 an exhortation;
3 the goal; and 4 the
motivational
assertion.
Thus
merely
taking
semantic
considerations into account (which place clusters X, Y and Z on
an even par) doesn't help us in discerning a hierarch i a l
structure for the pericope as a whole.
It is only when we take
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the pragmatic considerat ions into account that one gets a clue as
to how the clusters fit into each other and where the emphasis
lies.
In terms of Jordan"s models the diamond structure gives
the best expression of the pragmatically emphasized pivotal
points (cf 4.3.3).
Pragmatically this pericope develops from an
attention prompter (colon 1) and a brief introduction
(colon 2)
setting the tone for an elaborate semantic expansion in cola 3-9
in which the positive-negative contrasts between " election" and
"rej ection " playa decisive role.
This is concluded with a
pragmatically highlighted cola 10 - 12. Therefore. some kind of
chiastic tension is found in this pericope:

I

1.

I

x:id enti ty & conduct of H2

\

x=(2-3)

I \
I
\
y:(4 - 6) 1__ __ \ y: (7-9)
\
I
\
I
\ I

+y:election (H2) plus motivation

[

-y:r ejection (H5)plus motivation

___ x:identity & conduct of H2

x: (10 -12)
.2 In the light of the comprehensive analysis of this pericope we
can reconstruct the
discourse
in the following way:
The
exh·ortation in colon 1 serves as an attention prompter with a
repetitive (machinegun- like). staccato style (cf the pragmatic
analysis) in which the addressees are admonished to put away
everything that could
jeopardize their brotherly relationship
(colon 1). Introducing the first dominant metaphor of newborn
babes the addressees are admonished to grow up in the Lord (colon
2). As newborn babes their maturing is directly related to the
nutrition found in Jesus Christ
(colon 2).
Colon 3
(which
introduces cola 3-9) is an asyndetic consecutive motivation in
which the metapho ric reference to Jesus Christ as nutr ition
(colon 2) changes to a metaphoric reference to a cornerstone of a
building.
Therefore the addressees should be built up into a
spiritual house with Jesus Christ as their living cornerstone
(cola 3 - 4). Both cola 5 and 6-9 are parenthetic to the discourse
by motivating Jesus" election as cornerstone from the Old
Testament (colon 5) and concluding with the existential relevance
of Jesus Christ as a stumbling block for unbelievers in contrast
tb a precious cornerstone for the addressees as believers
(cola
6 - 9) . The discourse is finally and logically concluded by a
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change
in
the previously dominant metaphor
(i
e
from
"cornerstone")
to
metaphors
describing
the
corporative
sociological status of the addressees which is ultimately the
goal of the newly born babes (colon 2) who should grow up in (i e
build on) Jesus Christ (cf cola 3-9). This new self-consciousness
and socio-religious identification of the addressees are. the basis
of their boldness to proclaim God's salvation act to the world.
This pericope can be summarized in the following _w ay:

1-2: Put away everything that could jeopardize your relationship
with each other and grow up in the Lord just as newborn
babes depend on their milk;

3-9: For the Lord is God's elect cornerstone ~nd the foundation
of your very existence as living stones in God's spiritual
building. This cornerstone, however, is at the same time a
stumbling block for the unbelievers;
10-12:Therefore, as a chosen race and a holy nation, you are also
elected by God and should thus proclaim His mercies to the
world
Graphically the discourse develops in the following way:

1-2

/

3-9\=1-

\

10-12
.3 Thrust: "An exhortation to the addressees to grow up in and
build upon the Lord (i e Jesus Christ as their nutrition and
God's electe-d cornerstone) by accepting their elect-corporate
status and function (in contrast to the unbelievers) in order to
love on~ another,
being built up together, to serve God and
witness to the world in their present situation."
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Summary of subthemes :

Actants: 82, 83 and 85 together with S1
Objects: 01 and 02 (02 = 8)
Interrelationships: a+ (!, i & I), a - (I & ! ) , b ( & %) & 1(83)
Events: assoc. , comm., physiol., sensory , movement, build.,
emot i ve, c, f 1, d, g , j
T: Ta and Tn
Abstracts: quality, existence , +/- conduct, religious character,
quantity , relation
4.4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
This

highly strung metaphoric pericope obviously contains a
of master symbols which are often different expressions of
the same concept. Jesus Christ and his decisive role in the
82 : S1 relationship is described . with a number of metaphoric
master symbols such as "milk , word,
living stone, cornerstone,
headstone"
and possibly "light" (?). The following metaphoric
master symbols are also important in this pericope:
"God's
election" (of 82 and 83); "God's calling"; the believers as
" siblings " and "God's corporate people" (expr essed by a number of
metaphors); the imperative to "brothe rly conduct"; the "mediatory
role of Jesus Christ";
"rejection of the unbelievers"; and
"proclamation of God 's grace in Jesus Christ by the addressees".
nl~ber

All these master symbol~
reflect essentially a particular
cosmologic perspective expressed predominantly by defining the
interrelationship between the different actants within a specific
time order.
It is especially the hierarchy of these master
symbols that interest us. The mediatory role of Jesus Christ has
already been mentioned in the previous paragraph. God's role is
clearly described as a sanctioning (cf the lexemes #~klekt6s &
~ntimos#) of the mediatory and dividing role of Christ in order
to constitute a socio-religious and God - pleasing (i e elect and
holy)
community in
contrast
to
rejected and disobedient
outsiders. Brox (1979:95-96) exposes in his analysis of 2 : 4- 10
that the paradoxical i-lllplication of the "stone" metaphor for
Christ described in verses. 4-5, serves as a model in the
application of the met-aphor to the addressees: election vs
rejection in verses 6-8 (cf 4b-5a); and the add ressees as God's
elect in verses 9-10
(cf 5b - d). Goppelt's (1978:152) conclusion
with regard to the addressees' historical orientation , suggests
the orientation of 1 Peter's cosmologic /
Christo1ogical (i e
clearly modelled on Jesus Christ's orientation) perspective: "Ihr
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geschichtliches Handeln ist
zuerst
und
zuletzt
vertikal
orientiert."
Therefore, the
contours
of
the
cosmologic
perspective as expressed by numerous interrelated maste r symbols,
are starting to form a comprehensive and coherent picture. We are
almost ready to draw our conclusions in this regard (cf II C 2).
4.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
.1 This pericope continues with the appellative strategy in order
to
persuade
the
addressees
through
an
emotive
and
style-rhetorical motivation and assertion of their vertical and
horizontal status and commitments to adhere to a holy conduct
which includes an intimate relationship with Jesus Christ,
brotherly conduct,
serving God, group
identif ication,
and
witnessing to their new existence.
This is syntactically,
semantically and pragmatically expressed in various ways.

*

*
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~ . PERICOP E

V

( ~ :l!-l~ )

5.1 TEXT- SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS
5 . 1.1 Text - syntactic extension: cola and pericope division
.1 This short pericope consists of only one colon . The , rather
long verb phrase includes the infinitive (final)
#~p~chesthai# ,
the relative Ihaltines# , and
the participle #gchontes# as
imbedments to the matrix #parakalo# (cf Combr ink 1975 : 55) .
5.1 . 2 Text - syntactic coherence : grammatical reference, structural
markers and cola structure
.1 Colon 1 begins with the vocat i ve lagapetol# which is followed
by the verb phrase introduced by #paraka16# . #Parakalo# dominates
the entire colon and is therefore grammatically expanded by a
comparative clause (viz #hos paro{kous kal parepidemous#); an
infinitive final clause with its own short participle imbedment
(viz #Ap~chesthai ... psuches# ; as well as a part i c i ple clause
with its own rather long imbedment (v i z #ten anastrofen
&piskopes#) . The proform #human# i n 2 : 12 obviously refers back
to #agapeto{# in 2 : 11. Therefore , i n the l i ght of the criterium
of grammatical reference this pericope reflects a syntactic
coherence .
only noteworthy lexeme that recurs in this pericope i s
. 2 The
,
'kalos#. However , this should not mislead us because there are a
munber of structural markers to be identified in the light of the
previous discourse: #~gapet6s , parakaleo , paroikos , parepidemos ,
apechomai , ~pithum{a , anastrofe , €thnos , €fchomai , ka16s (2x) ,
kakopoi6s , doxazo & the6s# .
. 3 Structu r al l y the co l on matrix catches t he eye because it i s
the first
pericope introduced by the vocative .
It could
therefore also have semantic and pragmatic implications (cf I I B
5. 2 & 5.3) . The participle imbedmen t to #~arakalo# (i e 2 : 12) is
expanded by a final clause #hlna . . . dox sosin . .. episkopes#
which is in turn expanded by a double clause len ho
kakopoion# and #~k ton .. . epopte~ontes# . The structure of this
colon has therefore proved to be tightly kn i t
and rather comp l ex
due to the nume r ou s hypotac t ic imbe dmen t s .
5 . 1.3 Text - syntactic
coherence

delimitation: text / pericope

breaks

and

.1 In
the
light
of
the
a bove - dis c ussed t e xt - syntact i c
considerat i ons which exposed the close syntactic linkages , we are
able to discern an i ndependent pericope which is demarcated from
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the previous pericope by the structurally highlighted vocative
#agapetol' in 2:12 , but also from the following pericope which is
introduced by the pericope demarcator 'hupotassomai# in 2:13 (cf
also 2:18 & 3:1) .

*
S . 2 TEXT- SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
S.2.1 Text - semantic
categories

extension :

semantic

domains

and

generic

. 1 The following semantic domains dominate this pericope :

* Actants: H2 , HS and Sl
* Most of the other semantic domains are used
interrelationship between the actants.

to

express

the

POSITIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS:
Hl : H2 & H2 : H2 (b%) :
- objects : H2 - grou~:socio -r eligious(+) (# ~ gapit6s#)
- events: comm . control (#parakal~o#)
NEGATIVE HORIZONTAL RELATIONSHIPS :
H2 : HS (b - ):
- objects : group- H2 : socio - political( - ) ('parepidemos# ) ;
social ( - ) ('paroikos' , 'kakopoi6S#;,
group- HS + socio religious( ) (,gthnos#)
- events: comm . ( - ) ('katalale;o#) ; sensory (If",popteuo#)
H2 : $ (b$ - ) :
- objects : human being = H (#psuch~#)
- events: assoc.control(-) (f: 'Apechomai# , #strate~oma i #
emotive (#epithuml a#); conduct (l:#clnastrofe#);
control(+) (f: '€cho#)
- abstracts: r e li gious character (#sarkik~s# , #ka16s#)
POSITIVE VERTICAL RELATIONSHIP:
HS : Sl (ai):
- objects: Sl
- events: comm.emotive.assoc. (#dox~z6#); assoc . movement
(M'pi skope# )
TIME ORDER:
- Tx ('en hem~ra#)
Let us see if there is some coherence to ' be reconstructed f r om
this variety of semantic domains and categories.

1 82
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5.2.2 Text - semantic coherence: semotactic structure, coreference
and referential unity (i ~ themes and subthemes)
.1 The semotactic structure of colon 1 provides the basis for the
paraenetic
character of this pericope.
This pericope
is
therefore a~d exhortation to the addressees with regard to their
self-control (f.$) as a group and also with regard to their
horizontal conduct (b ) towards outsiders (cf Goldstein 1973:38).
Verse lIb is contrasted with 2:12 (cf Goppelt 1978:157) . This is
skilfully brought about by the common lexeme #e'cho# which is
semantically contrasted by the compounded 1 ex erne #apechomai#
(f.$ -) in verse lIb and #echo# (f .$ +)
in verse 12a. This creates
a semotactic coherence ( i e through semantic contrast)
in
pericope V.
In the imbedment to the pa rticipl e clause in verse
12, we encounter an antit hetic chiasmus:
#katalalollsin (x:
b_.comm. - ) ... kakapoi6n (y: 1- )
kalon e'rgon (y: 1+)
~popteuontes (x:
b_ . sens)#. Therefore what the Gentiles say (x)
and what they see (x) are contrasted in terms of "evildoers" (y - )
and " gooddoers" (y+) . This antithetic chiasmus is imbedded in a
parallelism consisting of verse 12 as a whole:
#ten anastrofen
.. . kalen# (x : 1+); #en ho ... kakopoion# (y: b .comm. - ); #ek ton
...
~POptel\Ontes#
(x: 1+); #doxasosin .. . -episkopes#
(y:
ai.comm .+). Note the description of "good condcut " In the "x"
phrases and the change in the "y"
phrases from a negative
evaluat ion of the addressees to the glorification of God .
. 2 The coreference to the horizontal conduct , on the one hand ,
and the relationship between H2 (i e the addressees) and H5 (i e
the outsiders) , on the other hand, constitute the semantic
coherence of this pericope .
The semantic contrasts between H2
and H5, as well as between good and bad conduct highten the
semantic coherence of this pericope .
. 3 It is clear that the communicator-author wanted to establish a
referential unity between the horizontal status of the addressees
and
their
holy conduct (cf Goppelt
1978:158;
Goldstein
1973 : 35-36), on the one hand , and the transformation of the
outsiders' blasphemous accusations against the addressees into
the glorification of God, on the other hand. This transformation
is brought about on account of the addressees' good conduct which
is, paradoxically, also the reason for the accusations against
them because of the "Anderssein der Chri sten " (Goppelt 1978:160;
Brox
1979:115).
Therefore , one could conclude
that
the
"addressees' good conduct" is the semantic reference which
constitutes the referential unity between the opposing actantial
structures in this pericope.
Horst Goldstein (1973:38 - 40) has shown how the coreference of
a
whole
#anastrofe, ka16s & agathopoieo# in 1 Peter as
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constitutes a referential unity in which God, Jesus Christ, the
add ressees'
conduct, and the witnessing to outsiders
are
interrelated.
This would have important impli cat ions for the
interpretation of colon 4. This would imply that
theologic a l
and Christological dimensions are presupposed with reg~rd to the
addre ssees' conduct and relationship with outsiders (cf pericopes
I-IV). Therefore, although no
reference
is
made to the
Chr istological perspective in pericope V, the coreference in the
text as a whole confirms this presupposition.
This kind of
excur sion in reconstructing the referential unity of themes and
subthemes within 1 Peter as a whole is outside the scope of this
dissertation. Similar excursions are nevertheless possibl e and
often very rewarding.
It was important for me to mention the
above-discussed example because it illustrates that the thrust,
perspective and strategy of the communicator-author are overtly
and covertly reflected on micro and macro level.
5 . 2 .3 Text-semantic
coherence

delimitation:

text

/

pericope

breaks and

.1 In the light of the semantic analysis of this pericope the
semotactic coherence was highlighted.
The redundant references
to the conduct of the addressees therefore demarcate pericope V
fro m the previous pericope and, at the same time,
set the
seman tic parameters for what is to follow (i e pericopes VI-XIV).
This will become clear in due course.

*
5.3 TEXT-PRAGMATIC ANALYSIS
5.3.1 Text-pragmatic
functions

extension:

cola

and

style-rhetorical

.1 Text-pragmatically the dominance of colon 1 in this pericope
is also confirmed.
It introduces the cola function P = YOU and
MB = I.VOL which dominates this pericope as a whole. Therefore,
the communicator's exhortation to the addressees expresses a
pluripersonal, purposeful and prospective text function .
hendiadys Iparo{kous kal parepidimous. in colon 1
. 2 The
functions style-rhetoridally as a s eman tic equivalent description
(cf Plett 1975:278) of the addressees in order to emphasize their
negative horizontal status. This is in semantic contrast with
#§gapetol#. This contrast reminds one of the oxymoron#klektols
parepidemois# in 1:1
(cf Brox 1979:111 - 112). Therefore, the
communicator-author surely wanted to r e inforce his parad ox ical
desc ription of the addressees' existence. In addressing them as
#§.gap eto{# the author style-rhetorically aimed to persuade his
receptors to identify with their negative _horizontal status. The
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paronymic #kalen- kalon# in verse 12 also functions as an emphasis
to describe the religious quality of the addressees' conduct .
The function of the phonological equivalence (i e alliteration)
between the word forms #kalen, katalalousin , kakopoian, Kalan &
ergon# in verse 12 is probably merely aesthetic .
The semantic
deviation by contrasting the lexemes #anastrofe , Kalas & kal~s
ergon# with #kakopoios# (cf 2:12), on the one hand ; as well as
the contrast between the lexemes #katalal~6# and #dox~z6#
(cf
2:12), on the other hand , emphasizes the tension in the existence
of the addressees as #agapeto{# but also as #p~roikoi kal
parepidemoi# (cf 2 : 11).
This description of the text - pragmatic extension of peri cope V
obviously provides us with a basis to reconstruct the text pragmatic coherence.
5.3.2
Text-pragmatic
rhetorical unity

coherence :

text - functional

and

style-

.1 The text-pragmatic coherence of this short pericope is
obviously found in its group- identificative and appellative
function.
The sociological status of the addressees (as a symbol
for group identification) forms the foundation, motivation and
explanation for the appeal to their horizontal conduct towards
outsiders .
. 2 It is especially the semantic deviation which functions as a
style - rhetorical device in constituting pragmatic coherence and
structure in this pericope . The structure of this peri cope is
straightforward.
Verse lla introduces the exhortation which is
elaborated - firstly, with an admonition to abstain from fleshly
desires (in 2:11b) and , secondly, with an exhortation to adhere
to good conduct (in 2:12). Therefore , the structure is triangular
with the pivotal point at the beginning .
5 . 3 . 3 Text - pragmatic delimitation :
change

function and style- rhetorica l

.1 The dominance of the colon mat r ix in 2 : 1 1a as well as the
style - rhetorical imbedments confirm the pragmatic demarcation of
this pericope . The beginning of this pericope i s demarcated by
the attention prompter #§gapeto{# , and the pericope ending by the
semantic and pragmatic break between peri cope V and VI .

*
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5.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
5 . 4 . 1 Pericope thrust : structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The structure of this pericope can be compared with a triangle
- that is with the pivotal point in 2:11a ~hich is then expanded
in 2:11b- 12. This is based on the pragmatic analysis of the
pericope coherence which, as we have seen , is syntactically and
semantically confirmed.

1

/\
/

/

\

/-

/

\

+\

\

.2 The discourse therefore develops from the attention prompter
(i e the vocative #~gapeto{#) and the introductory exhortation to
the addressees to live up to their status as strangers and
resident aliens (2 : 11a) which is then followed by a positive a nd
negative embodiment thereof in 2 : 11b and 2:12 respectively (cf
Schelkle 1976 : 70) .
This status of the addressees has two
implications according to this pericope .
On the one hand i t
implies that they should absta i n from certain b odi l y pass i ons ( cf
2:11b) and , on the other hand , that they shou l d maintain a good
conduct as a witness to the critical unbelievers so that they may
come to the glorification of God in the end (c f
2:12) . The
generic semantic and pragmatic characte r o f this per icope i s
evident and will be confirmed by the analysis of 1 Pete r as a
whole (cf II C 4.1) .
The development of
following way:

the

discou r se

can

be

schema t ized

in

the

2 : lla
2 : llb

2 : 12
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.3 Thrust : "A n exhortation to the addressees to accept their
status as strangers and aliens in this world and to live
accordingly as a witness to outsiders in order that God may be
glorified in the end."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai (H5:S1); b+ (%) and b- ($ &
Events: comm.control, comm . (-); sensory; emotive; association; f
and 1
Abstracts: religious character
Time - o rder: Tx
5.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
The master symbols dominating this pericope are " the sociological
negative status
of the addressees";
"the imperative to a
religious conduct"; "the struggle with man's own desires"; "the
witnessing power o f good conduct;" and "the importance of the end
time".
All these master symbols are an integral part of the
communicator-author's life-and-world view.
Most of these master symbols have already been activated in the
previous pericopes.
The reader will find that this is also the
case with the remainder of the pericopes
(viz VI-XVII) in 1
Peter. This is the main argument why pericopes I-V constitute the
semantic basis for the whole text (cf II C 2.2).
It should be
kept in mind, however, that the integration of these master
symbols in terms of a cosmologic perspective was syntacticmeticulously,
semantic-extensively
and
pragmatic - masterfully
argued in 1:1 - 5:12 by the communicator - author.
This cosmologic Christological perspective will recur from time to time to
reinforce the coherence and the ultimate meaning of the different
master symbols which comprise different metaphors, themes and
subthemes .
5.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
Pericope V is a request to the addressees to accept their
sociological negative status and to live up to the impl icat ions
thereof for their life-style.
Thus this perlcope follows the
pattern of the previous pericopes in wanting to persuade the
addressees to identify with their commitments,
but also to
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estrange them from an unholy conduct by exhorting them to face
the conflict with their bodily passions, on the one hand, and the
outsiders , on the other hand.
An important motivation is
introduced for the first time in 1 Peter, namely that the witness
of their holy conduct would bring the unbelievers to glorify God.
We are bound to see that this short pericope sets the tone for
the greatest part of what is left of 1 Peter
at least till
4:19 . This is against Combrink (1975 : 40) and Kelly (1969:102),
for example, who limit the extension of 2:11 - 12 to 3:12. The fact
that the relationship between insiders and outsiders, as well as
the motives
of suffering and witnessing are important in
3:13-4:19, confirms that 2:11 - 12 is programmatic for the whole
paraenetic second half of 1 Peter. Therefore, this pericope is
strategically very important in the structure of this letter.

*

*
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~ .PERICOPE

VI

(~ :1l-17)

In the outline of chapter II ,
I have limited my in-depth
intra textual analysis to the first five pericopes for very good
reasons. The first reason is surely more than evident,
namely
that an in-depth analysis of 1 Peter as a whole would make this
already long d i ssertation unmanageable .
Secondly , pericopes I - V
have been identified as the theological basis of 1 Peter . This
will be confirmed in the synt hesis of each of the remainder of
the pericopes that we are about to discus s.
I was in doubt , however, whether to include this synthesis of
pericopes VI - XVII or not .
In the end I decided that it had to be
included for a very good reason, namely my own prerequisit i on
that the thrust , perspective and strategy of a text can only be
adequately reconstructed in the
light of the intratextua l
analysis of the whole text .
The communicator - author indeed
wanted to communicate with his readers through his text as a
unit.
We have to honour this .
However ,
to exclude lengthy
discussions , I limited myself to a synthesis of my intratextual
analysis of pericopes VI - XVII and refrained from engaging in a
dia l ogue with other schola r s .
The dis c ourse , semantic and text
functiona l analysis of the s e pericopes are , however , to be found
in appendix A.
6 . 4 SYNTHESIS : PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
6.4 . 1 Pericope thrust: structure ,
and subthemes

discourse

development ,

.l Syntactic conjunctions are of little help in

theme

determin ing t he
st r ucture of this pericope (cf the asyndetic relation between
co l a 3- 6). Nevertheless , the #hoti# in colon 2 and the identical
syntactic structure of cola 3- 6 , demarcate two clQsters : 1- 2 and
3- 6 .
Semantic considerations reveal an interesting structure in
cola 3- 6. One could either discern a parallelism or a chiasmus .
The parallelism has a y - y - z - z pattern : the lexemes # p~s#
(co l on
3)
and
#~delfc5tes#
(colon
4)
refer
to a
horizont al
inte r relationship ; and #the6s# (colon 5) and #basile~s# (colon 6)
to a vertical r elationship .
The chiast i c pattern y - z - z-y is
based on the contrast between the conduct of the addressees to
all people as outs i ders (cf #p&ntas timesate# in colon 3 = y) ;
and the conduct of the addressees amongst one another as inside r s
(cf #ten adelfoteta agapate# in colon 4 = z).
On the o t her hand ,
the i nsider rela t ionship between the addre s sees and the i r God ( cf
#ton theon fobeisthe# in co l on 5 = z)
is contrasted with the ir
outsider relationship to the a uthorities (cf #ton basi l ~a timate#
in colon 6 = y).
Note that the imperative form of the lexeme
#tim&.o# is used for
the "y " cola of the chiasmus a nd stands in
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contrast to the imperatives #§gapate & fobelsthe# (cf cola 4 and
5) of the " z " cola.
In this way a distinction is made between
the addressees as God's elect (cola 4- 5) and the world and its
authorities (cola 3 and 6) .
This very int erest ing structure gives. in my opinion . the clue to
the structure of the pericope as a whole.
Pericope VI starts off
with an exhortation to the addressees to submit
to
the
authorities (cf colon 1) which is motivated by defining their
collective relationship towards God and the outsiders. Thus once
again we find the "y - z" motives in cola 1 - 2. The pragmatic
analysis confirms this "y-z" alternation - compare the changing
of cola functions from MB = I.VOL (colon 1) to I.ASS
(colon 2).
Pragmatically the emphasis falls on the exhortation to submit to
authorities
which
is
contrasted
with
their
insider
relationships.
It seems therefore. appropriate to distinguish a
chiastic pattern for this pericope with the pivotal point at the
beginning and end:

y:1

1\
1 \

z

12- 5 \
\
1
\ 1
\!

z

y:6

.2 The discourse of this pericope is introduced
by
the
exhortation to submit to human institutions for the sake of the
Lord (colon 1) . The reason for this request is seated in God's
will that his elect should silence the slander of the heathen by
their good conduct (i e obeying human authorities) as people who
are truly free (cf colon 2). Therefore " against the background of
their conduct of loving one another and fearing God (cola 4 and
5). their conduct should also include the honouring of the
emperor as well as all people (cola 3 and 6). These four very
short imperatives conclude this peri cope with a machinegun-l ike
fire of exhortations.
Graphically the discourse
follow ing way:

development
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3
4
5
6

.4 The thrust: " An exhortat ion to the addressees to submit to
h\.unan authorities as part of the distinguished conduct of the
God - fearing brotherhood."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, HS.l and Sl
Interrelationships : a/ (H2:HS .l ); ai & !; b , %
Events: f.ip./assoc; act.q.+; f.j ; f.comm.;-d. -; c; ip.assoc.+ ;
emo.assoc.+
Abstracts : qx ; q; +/ -; status
6 . 4.2 Pericope perspective: master symbols
The master symbol of
"submission to authorities" d'ominates this
pericope.
This master symbol is in interrelation and thus
defined by the following master symbols: "authorities as sent by
God to punish evil and reward good people ";
"God"s will ";
"a
distinguished quality of Christian conduct";
"honouring all
people - especially the authorities"; "l ove for the brotherhood";
and "reverence for God".
We have already seen that the master symbols of " good conduct" ;
" brotherly love "; and the "will of the holy God /
Father" were
interrelated in pericopes III and IV which , in addition , had an
extreme emphasis on the mediatory role of Jesus Christ in this
regard.
Therefore, the only new master symbol in this pericope
is the "submission to authorities and all people". However , this
is only a qualification of the addressees"
" holy conduct"
(cf
pericopes III and IV).
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6.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
This peri cope has the function of appealing to the addressees to
maintain a certain code of conduct towards the authorit ies.
Together with this appellative function
it
also
has
a
group - identificative function (i e by contrasting insiders and
outsiders and by emphasizing their commitment to God and one
another) .

*

*
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7.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST , PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
7.4.1 Pericope thrust : sfructure,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
analyses
reveal
the
following clusters: 1-4, 5, 6-12 and 13-14. The style-rhetorical
development in this pericope by means of progressive association
makes it fairly easy to
determine
the
structure.
The
introductory colon 1 announces the subthemes of "submission" and
"suffering" which qualify the exhortation to the Christian
slaves.
This pivotal
point
is expanded by an aesthetic
foregrounding Icf the chiastic patterns and parallelisms) of the
subthemes of "submission, suffering, grace, good and bad conduct"
in cola 2- 4. Colon 5 recapitulates the conclusion of the
evaluative excursion in cola 2- 4 with the initial exhortation Icf
#efs toGto gAr Akl~th~te#) , but then introduces the theme of
"Christ's suffering" as motivation for his whole argument. Cola
6-14 then clip-l inks Ii e with progressive associat i on) to the
theme of Christ's suffering which is not only an example for the
addressees, but is ultimately the essence of their commitment and
submission to him Icf
cola
12-14).
In
this
way
the
communicator-author completes the circle by returning to the
motive of
submission
via
the
Christo logical
excursion .
Therefore, colon 5 is
clearly
the
rotation point.
The
structurally highlighted exhortation to the slaves to submit to
their masters in colon 1 is counterbalanced and relativized by
the climactic end in cola 13-14 i n which the addressees are
described as in submission to their Shepherd, Jesus Christ .
Therefore the structure of
palindrome:

this

x: 1

/ \
/

\

\

/

\ /

z : H3 as an example

/

y: suffering of H3

/

x :13-14
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that

y : suffering of H2

\

/

\

reflects

x: submission of H2 to H5

y:2 -4 / _z: 5_ \y:6 -1 2

\

pericope

x: submission of H2 to H3
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The thrust of this pericope is determined by these structural
parameters and their interrelational tension. Once again I would
like to emphasize that it is difficult to single out any element
in any chiastic ring composition. Maybe my distinction between
text thrust, perspective and strategy will serve us better to
determine the relationship between the different constituents in
a chiastic structure.
I would like to suggest that the thrust is
determined by the syntactic and semantic constituents which are
arranged in a chiastic pattern for the very purpose of creating a
tension between different (often paradoxical) semantic domains.
Therefore , it is senseless to argue which is the most important.
It seems much more meaningful to expose the perspective which
underlies this tension.
In this pericope it is clearly the
rotation point "z"
which
establishes
the
Christological
perspective underlying the text thrust.
Pragmatically
the
communicator chose the
chiastic
pattern
(consciously
or
unconsciously) because it serves as a means of emphasizing this
semantic tension of the thrust, but also to unlock it.
This
explanation is also beautifully illustrated in pericope X.
. 2 This pericope is an exhortat ion to the servants amongst the
addressees that t hey should be submissive to their maste rs
whether they are good or bad (colon 1). This is motivated by
three cola contrasting suffering as a result of good and bad
conduct. The conclusion is clear , namely that there is no credit
in suffering for bad conduct , but it is indeed grace from God
himself when one suffers for doing good. The discourse up till
colon 4 is then s\@marized in colon 5 by the assertion that the
addressees are called (cf #els touto gar eklethete#) to this
distinguished code
of conduct.
Colon 5 introduces a new
motivation (in addition to cola 2- 4) for this unique code of
conduct, namely the example of Jesus Christ. In cola 6 -12 this
example of Christ's unjust suffering in spite of his good
conduct , is narrated .
I n · this
short narrative Christ's
crucifixion is
highlighted as the ultimate symbol of his
suffering (cf colon 11 as a hinge between the foregoing and
following discourse).
Colon 11 hinges with cola 12-14 by
relating Christ's unjust suffering
to the very existence,
liberation and conduct of the addressees who are now under the
patronage of the great Shepherd (i e Jesus Christ) whom they
follow.
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The development of the discourse can be schematized as:

1

2-~-]

/
5

\

6-12
12-14-'

.4 The
thrust:
"An
exhortation to the slaves amongst the
addressees to submit to their masters (good or bad) even if it
means suffering unjustly like Christ.
the supreme example for
their conduct."

Subthemes:

Actants : H2. H3. H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: a/; al; ai; a! ; b_ and I
Events: f.ip .a ssoc ; emo.; transf.ip . assoc; sens.; emo / physiol.
impact; comm; g.l.; movem.; d.j.; c
Abstracts: qx; q; +/-;
7.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
"Submission to good and bad masters" is the important master
symbol which determines the thrust of this pericope.
This is
linked to the very important master symbol of "Christ"s suffering
and the cross" as an example for the addressees .
It is most
interesting that this master symbol is exp lici tly called a
"master symbol" . namely #hupogrammos# (i e an example) in colon
5 . Together with this the contrast between "good and bad
conduct"; "God"s approval" and "Jesus Christ. the Shepherd of his
flock"
constitute
the
cosmologic
perspective
of
the
communicator-author.
Surely the
structural and hierarchial
importance of colon 5 confirms the dominance of Jesus Christ as
the most decisive master symbol in 1 Peter . The fact that it
integrates and structures all the other master symbols . already
suggests the Christological parameters
of
the
cosmologic
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perspective in 1 Peter.
7.4.3 Pericope strategy: function
The appellative strategy of the cOlluTllmicator-author lS continued
in pericope VII. The structurally dominant colon 1 exhorts the
slaves amongst the addressees to obey their masters. The rest of
the pericope is an assertion and an evaluative confirmation of
this exhortation.
Therefore , cola 1-14 as a unit functions as an
emoti onal and evaluative motivation for the addressees to adhere
to this conduct. The style- rhetorical highlighting of "Christ"s
suffering" as the ultimate example for the addressees is,
nevertheless, the heart of this motivation.

*

*
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8.4 SYNTHESIS: PERI COPE THRUST, PERSPECTIVE AND STRATEGY
8.4.1 Pericope thrust: structure,
and subthemes

discourse

development,

theme

.1 The cluster grouping in this periciope is rather obvious
because of the syntactic proforms (e g conjunctions and relative
pronouns); the change in semantic reference (i e addressing the
wives first and then the husbands);
as well as the pragmatic
cola-functional change in MB (viz I.VOL to I.ASS and back to
I.VOL). This divides the cola in two clusters , namely cola 1-4
(subdivided in 1 and 2-4) and 5. The analysis of the different
text modes reveals many style-rhetorical features which highlight
and demarcate the different structures of the individual cola.
In the final analysis cola 1 and 5 are structurally foregrounded
as the pivotal points of this pericope (cf the analysis in
appendix A 8.1).

1·

1

I \
I

\

I 2-4 \
I

\
5

I \
1_\

or

I
\

I

i \

\

\

\
I

I
\ I
5

.2 This pericope addresses .the wives and husbands amongst the
addressees.
First the wives are exhorted to submit to their
husbands in the same way as the servants should submit to their
masters (cf the #hbmoios# in colon 1). This is motivated in colon
1 by the aim to win the disobedient
husbands to become
God - fearers through the holy conduct of their wives.
In colon 2
this conduct is explicated in terms of an exhortation that the
wives' adornment should not be outward . On the contrary, what is
pleasing to God is the gentle and quiet spi r it within a person .
In colon 3 the exhortations {n cola 1 and 2 are motivated by the
example of the holy women of the past and their adornment and
submission to their husbands. · In this regard Sarah is their
prime example.
Colon 4 concludes that the wives amongst the
addressees are daughters of the holy women of the past when their
conduct is similar to those women of the past.
Likewise colon 5
introduce·s an exho r tation to the husbands to 1 i ve considerate ly
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with t heir wives .
This means that ti1c~' _"'~"ld honour their wives
as the weaker
sex since they are co -h eirs t w : ~d"s grace , but
also so that their prayers shouldn"t be hindered .
The disco u rse develops as follows :

1- 2
3-4
5
. 3 The thrust: "An exhortation to wives and husbands amongst the
addressees to treat their spouses like God-fearing people should
as a witness to convert the non - believer spouses amongst them ,
but also as a preservation of their relationship with God."
Subthemes:

Actants: H2, H5 and Sl
Interrelationships: ai; b_, $ & %
Events: f.ip . assoc ; comm; transf. receive/ip.assoc ; sens; emo;
act.decorate/clothe ; emo.assoc; c; d; 1; f.move
Abstracts: q; qx; +/-; g; e; Ta
8.4.2 Pericope perspective : master symbols
This pericope reflects master symbols which refer to a
"positive
conduct between spouses"; "God "s will"; "the example of
holy
figures ";
"respecting the status
quo";
and " witnessing to
outsiders ".
These master symbols are once again an expression of
the
"holy conduct " as an important master symbol in
the
life-and-world perspective reflected in 1 Peter.
8.4.3 Pericope strategy : function
This pericope continues the appellative and persuasive strategy
with regard to the addressees and their conduct in society.

*

*
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